Twitter is currently a popular microblogging platform for spread of information by users in the form of tweet messages. Such tweets are shared with followers of the seed user who may reshare it with their own set of followers. Long chain of such retweets form cascades. For effective diffusion of information through such Twitter cascades, we identify two different objectives based on using temporal sequence of retweets. Firstly, we aim to infer the structure of influence trees of Twitter cascades, denoting the who-influencedwhom relationship among retweeting users in the cascade, that can play a significant role in identifying critical paths in the network for information dissemination. The constructed trees closely resemble ground truth influence trees of empirical cascades with high retweet count. Secondly, we propose a fast and efficient algorithm for detection of influential users by identifying anchor nodes from temporal retweet sequence. Identification of such a diverse set of influential users enable a faster diffusion of tweets to a large and diverse population, when targeted as seeds thereby maximizing the influence spread, facilitating several applications including viral marketing, disease control and news dissemination.
MOTIVATION AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Micro-blogging platforms such as Twitter have become widely popular for the creation and dissemination of real-time information about earthquakes, epidemic outbreaks or spreading awareness in many situations, in the form of short 140-character messages called tweets. In Twitter, diffusion of tweets from one user to another occurs mainly via retweeting facility where users can reshare tweets with their own set of followers. Long chain of retweets of Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). WSDM '20, February 3-7, 2020, Houston, TX, USA © 2020 Copyright held by the owner/author(s the original (popular) post leads to the cascade formation, leaving traces of information flow over the links of the underlying follower network. Ideally, a user may decide to retweet a post on seeing one or more of her friends in Twitter perform that action; we say that the user is influenced to retweet by some friend. Precisely, the term influence tree [4] of a cascade represents a tree where each node denotes a retweeting user and a directed link denotes the actual path through which the information flows from the friend to her follower, conceptualizing the influencer -influencee relationship of the cascade. On the other hand, in recent years, interest of the research community has increasingly focused on whether diffusion of cascades can be maximized by seeding a piece of information with certain special individuals, often called influential users. Importantly, the exact influence path over which information propagates in the network is often unknown & follows complex dynamics. Nevertheless, discovering the structure of influence tree for a cascade (albeit, with approximation) can help to reconstruct the influence path over which information diffusion takes place in the network. In Twitter, cascades can form diverse types of influence trees ranging between two extremes, star and line. The influence tree for a cascade gaining its retweets through a single, large broadcast (say, from a celebrity) takes the form of a star, signifying that a single retweet is adequate for the cascade to spread to a large population in a short time interval (high cascade width). On the other hand, an influence tree having a line structure denotes a multigenerational branching process with a single parent Doctoral Consortium WSDM '20, February 3-7, 2020, Houston, TX, USA responsible for only a few adoptions; each user participating in such influence tree is responsible for diffusing the message to a limited audience. Considering this wide variety, modeling the exact influence tree structure is challenging. Hence, the first research question that we address is: can we leverage only on the temporal pattern of retweets to estimate the structure of influence trees of Twitter cascades?
On the other hand, influential users may play a significant role in the diffusion process, favoring a larger spread of the information. Such users should have an indirect impact in shaping the behavior or actions of a large number of other users due to their activity as well as position in the network. Once identified, these users, who typically represent a very small fraction of the network, may be targeted directly for efficient information spread. Moreover, there are several applications that can benefit from the knowledge of the detected influential users such as spreading of technological innovations, personalized recommendations, social awareness, word-of-mouth in viral marketing, regulating rumor spread etc. In epidemiology, this can help in immunization of those influential users that are effective in disease spreading as well as arresting spread of diseases over the critical influence paths. Hence, the second research question that we pose is: can we identify important signatures from inter-retweet time intervals of cascades for identifying influential users in the Twitter network?
LIMITATIONS OF STATE-OF-THE-ART
There exists few state-of-the-art endeavors on modeling influence trees of cascades. For instance, existing endeavors have built a simple model that mimics the spread of information on the blogosphere, producing tree structures very similar to those found in real life as well as classified cascades solely based on their morphology or captured missing tree structures of partial cascades by introducing the notion of consistent trees [4, 6] . However, aforesaid endeavors have largely overlooked the potential of inter-retweet time intervals, playing an important role for identifying users who influence the retweeting behavior in cascades [3] , in modeling influence trees.
Existing literature on identifying influential users in a social network have mainly concentrated on using the knowledge of the underlying network topology [5] . However, to the best of our knowledge, the state-of-the-art literature mostly overlooked the broad heterogeneity of users in terms of their temporal patterns, while identifying the influential nodes. A user that occupies a highly central position in the network may remain (i) inactive (passive) in posting retweets or (ii) mostly participates in non-popular cascades. Hence this user, despite of her favorable structural position, may not be a highly influential node. On the other hand, overall activity (say (re)tweet) rate, even for a structurally central user, does not reflect her true role in diffusing tweets in popular cascades. Hence, the methods relying purely on the network structure & mean user activity are blind to these aspects, thereby may fail in their purpose by highly ranking some ineffective users who are very unlikely to reinforce the spreading process. Moreover, state-of-the-art methods relying on network topology need to directly compute the influence of each node to identify & rank the influential users; this requires complete information of the network topology, which is sometimes difficult and expensive to obtain for large-scale social networks.
PROPOSED RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
We summarize the proposed research methodology as follows: a) Construction of influence trees: Firstly, we rely on standard diffusion models such as Linear Threshold Model and Independent Cascade Model to construct ground truth influence trees. We empirically observe the role of inter-retweet intervals on the formation of ground truth influence trees which reveals that there exists a relation between out-degree of users influencing new retweets and corresponding inter-retweet intervals in a cascade (see Fig. 1 ). Leveraging on this key observation, we develop an unsupervised model CasCon, that takes the temporal sequence of retweets and the set of retweeting users as input to construct the influence tree for a cascade. Our evaluation of CasCon shows its effectiveness in correctly constructing the influence trees for majority of cascades as well as accurately identifying the influencer nodes for every retweeting user in the cascade [1] . b) Detection of influential users: We propose a scalable unsupervised algorithm SmartInf to detect the influential nodes in a social network. The proposed methodology relies on the peaks (surge) observed from the inter-retweet intervals of Type I cascades (based on presence of early peaks in the sequence of inter-retweet time intervals as shown in Fig. 2) , which designate the diffusion of the post from one locality to another, thus capturing the broad heterogeneity across users. Our methodology consists of two major steps. First, we establish the ranked list of influential nodes only from the temporal retweet sequence of cascades, which is a fast step and makes our algorithm scalable. Next, we refine this list to diversify the population exposed through these influential nodes. Our experimental evaluation demonstrate the scalability as well as the quality of influential nodes detected by SmartInf [2].
FUTURE WORK
As part of future work, we plan to investigate whether influential users detected by SmartInf vary across different topics. Similarly, we would like to explore whether the key idea on which CasCon is implemented to reconstruct ground truth influence trees, is applicable across different topics and whether we need to make additional assumptions. Further, we want to explore the role of Type II cascades [3] in the detection of influential users in order to obtain a better set of influential users than that detected by SmartInf. Another area for future work is to explore the role of multiple friends in influencing a user to retweet in a cascade.
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